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The characteristics of letters: ()صفات الحروف
It is the manner of the letter when it occurs at its makhrarij.
Its purpose is to

differentiate between common letters in the makhraj.

beautify pronunciation and recitation.

recognize strong and weak letters.
There are two divisions of sifat:

Conditional characteristics:()الصفات العرضيﺔ
These are characteristics that are present in a letter in some cases and not present in other cases. Examples are ادغام,اﻗﻼب,
اخفاء

Intrinsic characteristics: ()الصفات اﻻصﻠيﺔ
These are permanent characteristics of the letters and never leave them.
There are 10 characteristics in pairs; each characteristic of the pair is opposite to the other characteristic in the pair. There are
also seven singular characteristics that have no opposites.

Flow of air

Qualities with opposites:
The whisper: ()اله◌َ ﻣﺲ

The apparent: ()ال َجهر

It is the flow of air when pronouncing the letter due to
weakness in its articulation point.

There is no flow of air due to strength of the letter of its
articulation point.
eg. rest of the letters.

eg. ﺳ َﻛت
َ ُﻓَ َحﺛ ﱠه
َ ٌﺷخص

hence  كand  تare hard letters; their sound stops
but air flows.

there is more emphasis when there is sokun on top of
them but less evident with vowels.
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Trapping of sound

The strength: (ش ﱠﺪة
ِ ) ال
It is the trapping of sound when pronouncing the letter
due to complete reliance on the articulation point.
Eg.

أ ِﺟد ﻗَطٍ بَ َﻛت

Between: (ﺳﻂ البَينيّة
)التﱠ َﻮ ﱠ

The letter is in between the two
characteristics; between strength and
softness so that the sound is partially
imprisoned and partially running
when pronouncing the letter
Eg. ﻋ َمر
ُ

The elevated: ()اﻻﺳتِﻌﻼء

It is raising back of tongue towards roof of the mouth when
pronouncing the letter.
e.g. there are 7 letters : ﻗِظ


ٍضغط
ُخ ﱠ
َ ص

The outcome of  اﻻستعﻼءis called tafkheem

elevation

()تفخيم.



There are 9 letters including  ل & رwhich have tafkheem.
There are 5 level of tafkheem:


The softness: (خاوة
َ الر
َ )

It is the running of sound of the letter
due to weakness in reliance on the
articulation point.
Eg. Rest of the letters

ِلﻦ

The lowered ()اﻻﺳتِفال
It is lowering back of the tongue towards bottom of
the mouth when pronouncing the letter.
e.g. rest of letters.


The outcome of this attribute is called tarqiq
()الترﻗيق.



Sometimes ر

, ا& ل

have tafkheem

1st level: when letter of  اﻻستعﻼءhas a fatha

خالد
level: when letter of  اﻻستعﻼءhas a fatha

on top it and followed by an alif.eg.
2nd


on top it but not followed by fatha.eg. ظﻠم


3rd level: when letter of  اﻻستعﻼءhas a

damma on top it.eg. ﻗتل


4th level: when letter of  اﻻستعﻼءhas a sokun

on top it.eg.


on top it.eg.

Compression of sound

فﻘطل

5th level: when letter of  اﻻستعﻼءhas a kasra

ﻗل

The adhesion ( ) اﻹطباق

The open: ()اﻻن ِفتاح

It is the compression of sound of the letter between tongue and
roof of the mouth.

Hence sound is not compressed between tongue and roof of the
mouth.
e.g. Rest of the letters.

e.g.

 ظ,ط, ض, ص
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Dependence on lips/tongue

Fluency ()اﻹذﻻق

Restraint ()اﻹصمات

It is the dependence of the letter on the tip of the tongue or tip

Hence there is no dependence of the tip of tongue or lips.
e.g. rest of the letters.

of the lips. E.g. لب


فر من

Any 4 letters root words which does not have any letter of

اﻻذﻻقis not Arabic word in its origin.

Qualities without opposites:
The whistle: (ص ِفير
)ال ﱠ
Sharpness in the sound of the letter produced from it traversing through a tight passage.
e.g. 3 letters: س,

ز, ص

The echo:() َﻗﻠﻘَﻠَﺔ
When there sokun on this letter, it is pronounced with vibration due to strength of the letter.
e.g. 5 letters: ﺟد

ﻗطب

There are two type of

ﻗﻠﻘﻠﺔ:

( ﻗﻠﻘﻠﺔ صغرىin the middle of the word)
( ﻗﻠﻘﻠﺔ ﻛبرىat the end of the word)
The softness: ()ال ِﻠّين
Emitting the letter from its articulation point without effort but with ease from tongue.
When & ي

 وpreceded by fatha.

There is madd of 2,4 or 6 counts when stopping. If continuing, there is no madd.

The drifting: ()اﻻنحِ راف
Drifting of the sound of the letter due to the incomplete running caused by tongue not intercepting the sound of the letter.
Its letters are: ر & ل
The deviation of the sound of the  لis to the sides of the tip due to the tip blocking the route of the ل. The tip of the tongue closes off
the articulation point and sound then deviates off towards the sides of the tongue.
The deviation of the sound of the  رis from the sides of the gongue in tot hte middle of the tongue. It sticks at the front of the tip to the
articulation point and the sounds needs to escape so that there will not be تﻛرار. A small space at the very tip of the tongue is made
so the sound can escape out of the mouth, excess trilling is avoided.

The repetition: ()الت َكرار
The light trilling of the toungue when pronouncing  رdue to its tight articulation point.
The repetition can be maximum 2.
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The spreading of sound: (شﻲ
ّ ِ َ)التﱠف
Spreading the sound of the letter  شstarting from tis articulation point until it collides with the inner plates of the top teeth.

The lengthening: ()اﻻﺳ ِتﻄالة
It is the pushing of the tongue forward after it collides at articulation point and this is due to the influence the compression of sound on
toungue.

Its letter is: ض

The nasalization: ()الغُنﱠة
It is a nasal sound that is emitted from nose. This is a intrinsic characteristic of ن,

ر
1.

with

 مand cannot be separated from these letters.

تَر ِقيق

َ
When  رhas kasra on it. e.g. ﻛ ِريم

2.

When  رhas sokun on it and preceded by original kasra but not followed by letter of اﻻستعﻼء.

3.

e.g. عﺔ
َ ِﺷر

4.

When  رhas sokun on it at the end of the word and followed by ي. e.g. خير
َ

5.

When  رhas sokun at the end of word and there is letter before it is a letter with another sokun before which there is
another letter with kasra. e.g. ال ِذﻛر

6.

when  رhas sokun (due to stopping) at the end of the word and preceded by a letter with kasra. e.g. ناصر
ِ

7.

عون
َ ِفر
صير
ِ َب
لَﻘَ ِدر

when  رhas sokun at the end of the word and preceded by a letter with original kasra but followed by a letter of اﻻستعﻼء. e.g.

بر
ً ص
َ فَص ِبر

 رwith فخيم
ِ َ ت:
 رhas damma on it. e.g. َﻛفَ ُروا
2. When  رhas fatha on it. eg. َر َمضان
3. When  رhas sokun on it but the letter before it has a dammah. e.g. الﻘُرءان
4. When  رhas sokun on it but the letter before it has a fathah. e.g. َمريَم
5. When  رhas sokun on it and preceded by original kasra and followed by letter of ( اﻻستعﻼءno kasra – if kasra then its
optional). eg. ﻗرطاس
مِ رصادا
6. When  رhas sokun on it and preceded by a non original kasra. e.g. ضﻰ
َ َِل َمن ارت
7. When  رhas sokun on it (due to stopping), preceded by sokun letter other than  يand that letter is preceded by letter of
fathah or dammah. e.g. الفَﺟر
1.

When
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 رwith  تفخيمor  ترقيق:
1.

2.

3.

 رhas sokun on it and preceded by original kasra but followed by a letter of  اﻻستعﻼءwith kasra in the same word.
e.g. فرق
When  رhas sokun at the end of the word (due to stopping) and preceded by another sakin letter of  اﻻستعﻼءwhich is
also preceded by another letter with kasra. e.g.  مصر, الﻘطر
When  رhas sokun due to stopping and after it there is an omitted  ي. eg. ( يسر )ي, ( نذر )يin Sura al Fajr and al
When

Qamr
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